ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY
OF NLMK GROUP

Efficient production with the lowest environmental effect.

VISION
NLMK Group is one of the most profitable global producers of steel and metal products. The high-quality products manufactured by companies of the Group are in demand by the strategic industries – construction, mechanical engineering, energy engineering, ship-building, chemical industry, oil-and-gas, and many other industries.

MISSION
Manufacturing products that satisfy customer demands; steadily improving production processes, ensuring safe working conditions, mitigating environmental impact, prudently using resources, and maintaining generally accepted social responsibility practices.

OBJECTIVES
- ecological efficiency of the production processes
- compliance with the best global practices concerning effects on the environment and resource management
- industry leadership in terms of specific environmental effect values

PRINCIPLES
- ecologically responsible approach to the operation, upgrading, revamping, and capital construction of production facilities;
- compliance with Russian (international) legislative acts and standards related to environmental protection;
- prevention of environmental impact risks;
- availability of information on environmental activities of companies of the Group and their effect on the environment.

TACTICS
- improve technological processes to mitigate their effects on the environment;
- implement advanced environmental protection technologies;
- efficiently manage potential production risks to prevent affecting the environment;
- improve management methods to meet the modern international standards;
- keep on raising the level of people’s knowledge and skills in the area of environmental protection.

MANAGEMENT COMMITMENTS
- enunciate principles and objectives of NLMK Group Environmental Policy and ensure their implementation;
- provide resources and ensure proper conditions for the Environmental Policy implementation;
- integrate able mechanisms of personnel motivation for better effectiveness in the sphere of environmental protection.

PERSONNEL COMMITMENTS
- know and understand NLMK Group Environmental Policy.
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